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Abstract—In this paper, we present a dynamic energy efficient routing and spectrum assignment algorithm with regenerator
placement (RP) capability for elastic optical networks. In this algorithm, a virtual graph is considered for a given network topology
graph, whereby the cost functions of virtual graph is computed
according to the energy consumption of the corresponding links
and intermediates routers. Furthermore, the arrived connection
request is served by finding the most energy-efficient path among
the possible candidate paths. Then, the quality of transmission
(QoT) of the selected path is evaluated in terms of bit error rate.
If the estimated QoT is higher than a predetermined threshold,
the designated path is assigned to the incoming request, otherwise, the RP algorithm is utilized to place a regenerator at the
most energy-efficient position. In addition, the demanded transmission rate and required QoT are fulfilled by assessing different
modulation formats and selecting appropriate modulation format
in terms of power consumption and blocking probability (BP).
We evaluate the proposed algorithms through extensive numerical
simulations. The results of simulations reveal that the proposed
algorithms have better performance than other existing schemes
in terms of network total energy consumption and acceptable BP.
Index Terms—Elastic optical network (EON), energy efficiency
(EE), regenerator placement (RP), routing and spectrum
assignment (RSA), quality of transmission (QoT).

I. INTRODUCTION
HE continuous growth of data traffic is stimulated by both
the increase of subscribers and the emergence of new
bandwidth-hungry applications such as three-dimensional (3D)
videos on demand, 3D internet games, e-learning and cloud
computing. Telecommunication and data networks researchers
are extensively exploring advance techniques to handle the future bandwidth demands. Although advance techniques such
as flex-grid elastic optical networks (EONs) [1] may meet the
future bandwidth requirements, the huge energy consumption
of future networks is a critical issue. This is due to the fact
that the energy consumption of telecom networks has been
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recognized as one of the main contributors of overall future
energy consumption [2]. Therefore, many studies have been
conducted to address the energy consumption of future data networks. The energy consumption issues in wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) based optical networks has been thoroughly investigated [3]. Putting idle devices into sleep mode
is one of the well-known approaches to reduce the network
energy consumption. In this approach, routing and resource allocation algorithm plays an important role by serving lightpath
requests in such a way that meets the quality of service (QoS)
requirements and minimizes the number of inactive equipment
activated by new lightpth.
Recently, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM)-based EON has been proposed as an attractive technique for future data networks [1], [4]. Contrary to fixedgrid WDM networks, this scheme adapts optical spectrum and
modulation format with respect to the network conditions and
demanded QoS. Thus, it is more spectral efficient and provides more flexibility and adaptability than the conventional
WDM networks. It is expected that SLICE architectures will be
the most attractive candidate for next generation traffic intensive
core networks. However, addressing the energy efficiency in the
context of EONs has begun recently [5]−[7]. Nevertheless, the
energy-efficient (EE) design of EONs has not been investigated
as much as that conducted for WDM networks.
The emergence of EON raised new issues as the conventional
algorithms of WDM networks are not directly applicable. For
instant, the routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) problem
introduced in the context of EONs [8] is similar to the routing
and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem in WDM networks.
The differences of RWA and RSA are because of the capability
of EON in flexibly adapting the modulation level and allocating
spectrum based on the demanded bitrate. This paper is aimed at
introducing an EE algorithm for RSA problem in EONs, referred
as EE–RSA.
The first generation of optical networks are opaque networks
which uses optical–electrical–optical (OEO) conversion in each
intermediate node. However, optical bypass scheme can decrease the energy consumption of networks [9] and moreover
increase the transmission rate. Reducing the cost and energy in
optical networks brings an evolution from the traditional opaque
to the transparent optical networks. In transparent networks,
each request should be provisioned all-optically from the source
to the destination by using optical bypass in every intermediate node [10]. Nevertheless, the transmission reach of optical
signal is limited due to the optical fiber impairments. Hence,
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optical signal should be regenerated in some intermediate nodes
in order to quantify the desirable bit error rate (BER) in the
destination node. Thus, translucent networks are implemented
which are the combination of opaque and transparent networks.
In translucent networks, OEO 3R-regeneration (reamplification,
reshaping and retiming) should be utilized in some intermediate
nodes of lightpath. Hence, in this networks in addition to RSA,
the capability of regenerator placement (RP) is necessary.
In this paper, we propose an energy efficient routing and
spectrum assignment algorithm (EE–RSA) with RP capability. The optimum lightpath in terms of energy consumption is
found by considering energy consumption, spectral efficiency,
and blocking probability (BP) as the optimization metrics. We
will show that there is an optimum modulation format minimizing BP and energy consumption. This is due to the fact that
in different modulation formats, network characteristics have
different treatments. For instance, spectral efficiency increased
by using higher modulation formats, while the BER performance degrades. The BER performance can be enhanced by
improving optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) with the increase of transmission power, or reconstructing signal by more
3R-regeneration at intermediate nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section II,
the related works are reviewed. Section III describes the considered network architecture. The power consumption model is
introduced in Section IV. In Section V, we investigate a tradeoff
between transmission power and the number of required regenerators to find the optimum transmission power. The proposed
EE–RSA algorithm with the capability of RP is introduced in
Section VI. In Section VII, the purposed algorithms are evaluated by using numerical simulations. Finally, the conclusions
remarks are drawn in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
The introduction of elastic-bandwidth optical networks by
Jinno et al. [1] has emerged a new research area in optical
networking. Several studies addressed both static and dynamic
RSA [8], [11]. Furthermore, adaptive spectrum control and management schemes and scalable networking algorithms have been
experimentally demonstrated in [12].
The concept of energy management of EON has been investigated in [5]−[7] for ordinary architecture. In [5], Vicaino et al.
compared the energy efficiency in EON versus conventional
WDM networks with both single line rate (SLR) and mixed line
rate (MLR), and concluded that EON is more energy-efficient.
They introduced some models for energy consumption of network elements for both EON and WDM networks. In [6], energy efficiency of EONs and MLR WDM networks has been
compared by formulating a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) model to design energy-efficient EONs and MLR WDM
networks. An energy-efficient dynamic provisioning approach
for EONs has been proposed in [7] by considering an auxiliary
graph and employing a time-aware algorithm, which utilizes the
holding time of lightpaths to estimate the energy consumption.
Energy-efficient RP in WDM network has been addressed
in [13] and [14] by utilizing optical 2R-regeneration (reampli-

fication and reshaping) instead of 3R-regenerator and by employing mixed RP (by using both 2R and 3R). Furthermore, the
use of all optical 3R-regenerator has been proposed and demonstrated in [15], however, it is not a mature and commercialized
technology.
The translucent EON cases have been investigated in [16],
[17]. In [16] an impairment-aware RSA algorithm has been
proposed for translucent EONs. In [17], the problem of RP in
translucent EONs has been investigated. Author evaluated the
effect of 3R-regeneration on the spectral efficiency (SE) and
showed that by employing regenerators the spectrum usage of
translucent EON is considerably reduced.
Although lots of studies have been conducted to resolve
EONs’ issues, the concept of energy efficiency in EONs has not
been addressed thoroughly. To the best of our knowledge, there
is not a complete power consumption (PC) model for EONs’
elements. In this paper, we investigate the impact of different
modulation formats on the PC of each element and propose a
RSA algorithm to find the most energy-efficient and spectral
efficient path. In addition, we determine the optimum value of
optical transmission power to reduce the power consumption of
each lightpath.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Assumptions and Notations
In this paper, we consider OFDM-based flex grid physical
layer. In our model, OFDM subcarriers are modulated with
BPSK, 4-QAM, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, and 64-QAM depending on the lightpath length and QoT, where different modulation formats are specified by level m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6,
respectively. The impairment effects of fiber are modeled by
utilizing the closed-form relation presented in [18].
The segment based spectrum representation is employed [11],
in which occupied spectrum in link (m, n) is represented by
OSV(m ,n ) = {(fL (m n ) , fU (m n ) )} where OSV(m ,n ) means occupied spectrum vector (OSV) of link (m, n), and fL (m n ) and
fU (m n ) are the lower and upper occupied spectrum of link
(m, n). Unoccupied spectrum vector (USV) of link (m, n) indicating idle spectrum intervals is obtained by computing the
complement of OSV(m ,n ) , i.e., USV(m ,n ) = OSV(m ,n ) .
B. Node and Link Architecture
Fig. 1 illustrates the EON node and link architectures considered in this study. As shown, the main building blocks of each
node are internet protocol router (IP router), optical transponder
(OTP), 3R Regenerator (Reg) and bandwidth variable optical
cross connect (BV–OXC). In addition, optical link is modeled
by a number of cascaded optical line amplifiers (OLAs), typically placed every 80 km. It is noteworthy that in this paper, EON
node is investigated according to its main power consuming elements, as elaborated in the next section. However, interested
readers for a more detailed EON node and network architecture
are referred to [18] (see Section II). The role of each element in
EON node can be summarized as follows:
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Node and link architecture.

1) IP Router: This element performs all required electrical
processing before (after) electrical-to-optical (optical-toelectrical) conversion.
2) OTP: Basically, OTP is an essential component in EONs.
It contains both optical OFDM transmitter and optical
OFDM receiver to generate and receive optical OFDM signals. Bandwidth variable optical transponder (BV–OTP)
is the most used architecture [1]. However, this type of
transponder is power hungry, since for each generated or
received flow, one BV–OTP should be activated, which
dramatically increases the energy consumption. Recently,
another alternative known as multi-flow OTP (MF-OTP),
has been introduced [19]. MF-OTP can generate and receive multiple flows simultaneously. In this study, we utilize MF-OTP due to its lower power consumption. As
depicted in Fig. 1, a TX consists of three main parts: a)
digital signal processor (DSP), b) digital to analog convertor (DAC), and c) laser and Mach Zehnder modulator
(MZM). Furthermore, the RX module has the same block
diagram as TX operating in reverse order, unless RX balanced photodetectors are employed instead of MZM (for
more details please see [20]).
3) 3R-Regenerator: This module compensates for distortions imposed on the traversing optical signals. A 3RRegenerator can be considered as a back-to-back TX–RX
and an intermediate retiming circuit. In this paper, the
proposed algorithm determines in which nodes of a given
lightpath the Reg functionality must be activated.
4) BV-OXC: This module is one of the essential element
in EON node performing optical space switching and
add/drop functionality.
IV. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
In this section, we present the PC model of EONs key elements. In general, the PC model of each element consists of two
parts: traffic dependent and independent (or overhead) parts.
The traffic dependent part is assumed to vary linearly with respect to the amount of passing traffic [21]. In addition, the traffic
dependent PC can be also categorized in two types: modulation
level dependent and independent. In Fig. 2, we show the PC
categorization of EON node and link model with respect to
the modulation level dependence. The considered PC model for
each element is described in the following.
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PC categorization of EON node and link model.

IP Router: Clearly, the PC of IP routers, which processes
electrical data before the optical OFDM signal generation, is not
changed with modulation format. However, it can be affected
by the amount of traffic. Therefore, the PC of IP router can be
expressed as
PCip = PCo i p + PCt i p × t

(1)

where PCo i p is traffic independent overhead and PCt i p × t is
the power consumed by traversing traffic in which t is related
to the amount of processing traffic.
OTP: The PC of OTP varies with the modulation format.
In fact, higher modulation levels increase the PC in this sense
requiring more complicated processing, whereas decrease the
PC as occupy less bandwidth for a given bitrate. However, as
shown in [22], the increase of modulation level reduces PC.
Generally, the PC of OTP for modulation level m is given by
(m )

(m )

PCOTP = PCo O T P + PCt O T P × t

(2)

where the first and second terms indicate the overhead and traffic
dependent PC, respectively. It is worthwhile pointing out that the
PC of laser in OTP is related to the level of optical transmission
power, as elaborated in the next section.
3R-Regenerator: As 3R-Regenerator is a back-to-back RX–
TX and retiming circuit, we can approximate its PC to be twice
PC of OTP [23] with the same profile in different modulation
level. Hence, the PC of 3R-Regenerator can be computed as
(m )

)
PC(m
reg = PCo r e g + PCt r e g × t

(3)

which is similar to the PC relation of OTP.
BV–OXC: Since BV-OXC module is not available commercially, there is not a realistic value for its PC. However, we can
utilize the PC of the conventional OXCs employed in WDM networks [5]. Generally, the PC of OXC is independent from the
traffic volume and modulation order. This is due to the fact that
OXC is a switching device forwarding the signals from the input
ports toward output ports, according to the switching configuration determined by the routing table. Therefore, its PC only
depends on the number of network side and add/drop degrees,
as given by [23]
PCOXC = 85 × d + 50 × a + 150

(4)

where node degree (d) is the number of network side fiber
ports and add/drop degree (a) is the number of add/drop fiber
ports [23].
OLA: Typically, OLAs are placed along fiber links every
80 km, so their PC is more effective in the total PC of network.
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In general, PC of OLA depends on the average power of input
signal, as given by [24]
PA = PP /η1 = (Pout − Pin )/η1 η2 = (G − 1)Pin /η1 η2 (5)
where PA is the electrical PC of amplifier and PP is pump
power, which is related to PA with efficiency coefficient η1 .
The pump power is consumed to boost the input power (Pin )
to the desired output power (Pout ), with efficiency coefficient
of η2 . It is noteworthy that (5) indicates that the average PC of
OLA is proportional to the average input power. As the input
power changes with modulation level, we can say that the PC
of OLA is traffic dependent and can be affected by modulation
format. Similarly, we denote the PC of OLA as follows
(m )

(m )

PCOLA = PCo O L A + PCt O L A × t

1
Normalized Path Power Consumption
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where m denotes the modulation level and PCt O L A depends
on the amount of power consumed for optical transmission in
various modulation formats, where its detailed discussion will
be given in the next section.
Although in this study we supposed the PC of OLA to be traffic dependent, this dependency is negligible in commercialized
OLAs [25]. Generally, the PC of OLAs is impacted by technology. However, due to immense interest for energy efficient
equipment, it is expected that the PC of next generation OLAs,
which will be designed according to the energy efficiency requirements, are more sensitive with respect to the amount of
traffic and also modulation format.
V. OPTIMUM TRANSMISSION POWER WITH CONSIDERING
NUMBER OF REGENERATOR PLACEMENT
It is attractive to investigate the effect of modulation format on transmission reach for a given BER and bitrate. In
this section, multi-level QAM (M-QAM) with M = 2m where
m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 is supposed, then the OSNR of each modulation level is estimated according to our previous work [18].
For a given path length, a higher modulation level leads to lower
transmission reaches. Therefore, more regenerators are required
in this case. Moreover, maximum transmission reach increases
when the optical transmission power increases. Decreasing the
number of regenerators is desirable since it reduces the total
PC of the provisioned path. On the other hand, increasing the
optical transmission power raises total PC. In this manner, the
optimum transmission power and the number of regenerator
should be chosen to minimize the total PC. In order to minimize the PC of provisioned path, the optical transmission power
has been changed from 0.1 to 10 mW. Simulation assumptions
are as follows: path length is 10000 km, transmission bitrate is
100 Gbps and maximum BER set at 10−5 . Fig. 3 shows normalized path power consumption versus optical transmission
power in the mentioned scenario. We can observe an optimum
transmission power for each modulation level, which minimizes
the total path PC. The sawtooth nature of the curves is originated with the alteration of the number of regenerators. When
the transmission power grows, total path PC increases until the
number of regenerators in the path decreases since the BER can
be met with the lower number of regenerator.

Fig. 3. Normalized path power consumption versus optical transmission
power (L = 10000 km, R = 100 Gbps and BER = 10−5 ).
TABLE I
OPTIMUM TRANSMISSION POWER VALUES (L = 10000 km, R = 100 Gbps
AND BER = 10 −5 BY LIMITING MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION POWER TO 1 mW)

It is worthy to note that the maximum optical transmission
power is limited by nonlinear effects in the fiber, therefore, it can
not be more than a threshold power. Thus, we have limited the
maximum transmission power to 1 mW. Then, we have repeated
the simulation this time by changing optical transmission power
from 0.1 to 1 mW while keeping other simulation assumptions
the same as before. Table I reports the result of this simulation.
In conclusion, there is an optimum value for transmission
power to minimize the PC of path, which is determined according to the path length, demanded transmission bitrate, desired
BER, and modulate format. We use this method to achieve the
optimum transmission power for every path provisioning in the
proposed EE–RSA algorithm, as described in the next section.
VI. DYNAMIC ENERGY EFFICIENT RSA
WITH REGENERATOR PLACEMENT
In this section, the proposed EE–RSA and RP algorithms are
described. In EE–RSA algorithm, first of all, several candidate
paths with minimum PC will be found in different modulation
formats. Then, the spectrum availability of the candidate paths is
investigated. The request is blocked, if there is no idle spectrum
resources available for the all candidates. Otherwise, the end-toend OSNR, OSNRe−e , of the selected lightpaths is calculated
by using the introduced model in [18]. If OSNRe−e is lower
than the required QoT threshold (QoTth(m ) ), the RP algorithm
is utilized to determine the optimum place of regeneration on
that lightpath. Then, the path with the least energy consumption
and the highest modulation level is designated. Afterwards, the
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TABLE II
USED NOTATIONS

A. Energy Efficient Routing
In the first step of EE–RSA, the K most energy-efficient paths
are found. We use two energy efficient routing (EER) schemes
for paths selection, Pure-EER and QoTAware-EER.
1) Pure Energy Efficient Routing (P-EER): Yen’s Kshortestpath algorithm [26] is used to find K paths for a given
source and destination pair (s, d). Contrary to ordinary Kshortestpath algorithm which utilizes the length of physical link
as the metric of routing, here the PC of a link is employed as
the routing cost function. These metrics must be updated after
every path provisioning. It is important to note that PC cost imposed by an idle link is more than already assigned link. In this
manner, by selecting active links (instead of idle ones) the total
PC of path decreases.
The PC of each link is calculated by utilizing the introduced
power model in Section IV as follows
PClink(mn) = NOLA(m n ) × [PCo O L A × LU(mn)
(m )

+ PCt O L A × t]
+ PCOXC(m ) × NUoxc(m )
+ PCOXC(n ) × NUoxc(n )

required spectrum is assigned according to the selected modulation level and requested bitrate. Finally, energy consumption
of network and other parameters are updated. The proposed
EE–RSA algorithm is summarized in Algorithm1. All the notations used in this section are introduced in Table II.

(7)

where NOLA(m n ) is the number of OLA in the link (m, n).
LU(mn) is a binary variable determining the idle and active
states of a link with value of 1 and 0, respectively. This implies
that if a link is already assigned to a lightpath, there is no need
to add the overhead power for activating that link. Similarly,
NUoxc(n ) is a binary variable specifying the idle and active
states of optical switching elements. By setting the links metric,
the K-shortest path routing algorithm employs (7) to find K
candidate paths between the given (s, d). Then, the total PC of
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each path is computed by using the following relation
PCpath = PCo i p × NUip(s) + PCt i p × t
+ PCo i p × NUip(d) + PCt i p × t
(m )

+ PCo O T P × NUOTP(s) + PCt O T P × t
(m )

+ PCo O T P × NUOTP(d) + PCt O T P × t

PClink(mn)
+

(8)

m n ∈path

where NUip and NUOTP are binary variables denoting the active/idle states (with value of 0/1) of the electrical IP processing
and OTP modules, respectively.
2) QoT Aware Energy Efficient Routing (QA-EER): The PEER scheme only finds the most energy-efficient paths without
considering the QoT conditions. To address this issue, we modify P-EER algorithm by considering the QoT benchmarks in
QA-EER scheme. In QA-EER, K paths are found one-by-one
by using the shortest path Dijkstra algorithm with the same link
metric employed in P-EER. After finding the first path, the QoT
and spectrum availability of the corresponding links are evaluated. Links with worst QoT metric and lowest available spectrum
are removed from the virtual graph G (V, E). Then, the shortest
path Dijkstra algorithm is applied on the the updated G (V, E).
This procedure is proceed to find all K candidate paths.
B. Verifying Spectrum Availability
In this step, the availability of idle spectrum along each candidate path is checked by considering the occupied spectrum of all
traversing links. A candidate path must have sufficient idle spectrum to serve the requested bitrate, otherwise it is ignored. The
required idle spectrum is determined by the demanded bitrate
(R), modulation level (ML), and guard band between adjacent
occupied spectra. The request is blocked when none of the candidate paths have enough idle spectrum.
C. Regenerator Placement
In this step, the OSNRe−e of each path is calculated as follows
[18]
OSNRe−e =

I
 2 − Hc × NPF
n0 + I II0

(9)

where Hc is path hop count, NPF (dB) is BV-OXC noise penalty
factor, I is the spectral density of the signal, I0 indicates the
nonlinearity impairments induced by the fiber, and n0 denotes
the accumulated ASE noise. Further details can be found in [18].
In order to obtain the desired BER, the following condition must
be met
OSNRe−e > QoTth(m )

(10)

where QoTth(m ) represents the QoT threshold of the mth modulation level which is determined by the desired BER. For a
given path, if the condition in (10) is not met, regeneration is
necessary at some intermediate nodes. There are many algorithms in literature for regenerator placement. We use a simple
algorithm to select the least number of regenerators among the

intermediate nodes to improve the QoT and meanwhile have a
lower power overhead. The proposed algorithm is illustrated in
Algorithm 2.
Clearly, each link of a candidate path must have higher OSNR
than QoTth(m ) , otherwise that path is ignored due to poor QoT
condition in some links. In the case that all links satisfy QoT
constraint and the overall OSNRe−e of the path is less than
the threshold, a regenerator is placed at the middle node (r)
of the path. Then OSNRe−e of the path from source (s) to
r, i.e., OSNRe−e (s, r) is calculated. If OSNRe−e (s, r) meet
(10) then the regenerator is shifted to the next node (r + 1),
otherwise regenerator is placed at the former node (r − 1). The
same procedure at the new node, r + 1 or r − 1, is proceeded
until the nearest node to the destination, which satisfies (10), is
chosen as regenerator. After selecting the first regenerator, this
algorithm is repeated for the residual path, i.e., the path from
node r to the destination d. The algorithm terminates once the
OSNRe−e of the residual path satisfies (10).
D. Final Path Selection
In this step, the most energy-efficient path is selected among
the candidate paths that have enough idle spectrum and meet
QoT constraint. If there are two or more choices, the path with
higher modulation level will be chosen.
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E. Spectrum Assignment

F. Energy Consumption Calculating
Finally, the energy consumption of the established lightpath is
computed by multiplying the power consumption with the holding time of the request. The total network energy consumption
is updated by adding the calculated energy for the new path.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the proposed algorithms are
executed in a centralized environment. These centralized algorithms can be also combined with distributed signaling protocols by utilizing the same approach proposed in [27]. In this
approach a distributed GMPLS signaling has been combined
with a centralized path computation element in elastic optical
networks.
VII. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the proposed EE–RSA and RP algorithms,
a dynamic network environment in MATLAB is simulated. The
developed simulator is an event driven engine, where its primary
events are arrival and departure of lightpath. Once a lightpath
arrival event occurs, the request is handled by using the proposed
EE–RSA and RP algorithms. If these algorithms find a path, the
link state information (OSV) of each link in the selected path
is updated. Furthermore, in each departure event a lightpath is
terminated and its allocated resources are released by updating
the OSV of relevant links.
The numerical results are obtained for NSFNET and US backbone topologies, which have been used in our previous work
[18]. In the traffic model, we assume path requests arrive according to a Poisson process with arrival rate of λ, and the holding
time of each request follows an exponential distribution with
parameter μ. μλ shows the offered load in Erlang, where it varies
between [400−1200] Erlang by setting λ=10, and changing μ1
from 40 to up to 120. The source and destination of the requests
are chosen randomly among the nodes of the network. In addition, bitrate of each path is uniformly distributed within [5−50]
Gbps; desirable BER is 10−4 ; and the guard band between adjacent spectra, Δg is 2 GHz. Furthermore, in K-shortest-path
algorithm K is 3.
In the considered PC model for all elements, the overhead part
is 95% of the corresponding total PC. The PC of IP Router and

50 Erlang
80 Erlang
100 Erlang

Blocking Probability

After designating the path, in this step a portion of idle spectra along the traversing links is reserved for the lightpath request. The

 of the request (ΔF ) is calculated as
 bandwidth
R
+ 1 BR + Δg [11], where BR is the symΔF = m ×BR
bol rate of each OFDM subcarrier and Δg is the guard band
between two adjacent spectra. There are different approaches
to assign spectrum such as first fit (FF), random fit (RF), and
load balancing (LB) [18]. In this study, we utilize FF spectrum
assignment. By using the FF method, the lower (fL ) and upper (fU ) frequencies of the first idle spectrum with bandwidth
larger than ΔF is assigned. Afterwards, the link state of all links
are updated by changing the idle state of the assigned spectrum
interval to the occupied state.

Modulation Level
Fig. 4.

Modulation format effect on BP.

OTP are chosen from [7] and other elements are set according
to the given values in [23]. In addition, the effect of modulation
level dependency in OTP and OLA has been modeled based
on the results of experimental demonstration in [22] and the
reported results in Table I, respectively.
B. Modulation Level
In this subsection, the effect of different modulation levels
on the BP is investigated. To this aim, the same modulation
level for all paths in the network is assumed. The considered
modulation formats are BPSK, 4-QAM, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, 32QAM and 64-QAM which are specified by modulation levels
m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
In Fig. 4, the BP of six different modulation levels is depicted
for three different traffic loads. The result shows that the least
BP is occurred on the medium modulation levels. It can be
observed that there is an optimum value for modulation level in
order to minimize the BP performance. As discussed, there are
two reasons for a blocking: the spectrum unavailability and the
poor QoT conditions. A higher spectral efficiency is achieved
using a higher modulation levels. Hence, the BP due to spectrum
unavailability is more probable in lower modulation levels. On
the other hand, higher modulation levels need a better OSNR
for the same BER. Thus, the BP due to the poor QoT for higher
modulation levels is more probable than that for lower levels.
Consequently, the BP of medium modulation levels outperforms
both lower and higher levels. This behavior is exploited in the
proposed EE–RSA algorithm in order to find the most energyefficient path with the optimum modulation level. Note that
in Fig. 4, results are shown against modulation format in xaxis (instead of traffic load in Erlang as it is more popular) to
pronounce the role of modulation level on the BP performance.
C. Different routing algorithm comparison
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated considering four different schemes and comparing their performances in terms of the total energy consumption and BP. The
following methods can be used to select K-paths:
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Fig. 5. Performance of different schemes (a) Energy Consumption over the NSFNET topology (b) Energy consumption over US backbone topology (c) BP over
the NSFNET topology (d) BP over US backbone topology.

1) Shortest Path Routing without Regenerator Placement
(SPR-NRP): based on the Yen’s K-shortestpath routing
which selects the K least length paths without regenerator
placement.
2) Pure Energy Efficient Routing with Regenerator Placement (P-EER-RP): introduced in Section VI.A (1) which
selects the K most energy-efficient paths.
3) Quality Aware Energy Efficient Routing with Regenerator Placement (QA-EER-RP): introduced in Section VI.A
(2) which selects the K most energy-efficient paths by
considering the QoT conditions.
4) Shortest Path Routing with Regenerator Placement (SPRRP): based on the Yen’s K-shortestpath routing which
selects the K least length paths by utilizing regenerator
placement.
The total energy consumption for different schemes is depicted in Fig. 5(a– b). It can be seen that the proposed P–EER–
RP and QA–EER–RP have a better energy efficiency than the

schemes based on shortest path (either with or without RP).
Furthermore, the SPR–NRP method consumes less energy than
SPR–RP, because it does not utilize regenertor while it has a
higher BP than SPR–NRP. It should be noted that under the
high traffic load, all devices in the network are activated, thus
the energy efficiency improvement is restricted.
In Fig. 5(c–d) the BP of different schemes is compared. As
shown, the SPR–NRP scheme has the worst BP. This is due to
the lack of RP in SPR–NRP. The role of RP on the BP improvement can be highlighted by comparing the BP of SPR–NRP
and SPR-RP. Although the P–EER–RP scheme has the least
power consumption, its BP is not satisfactory. The QA–EER–
RP scheme has the lowest BP in higher traffic loads. However,
its BP is a bit more than SPR–RP method in light traffic load, because, QA–EER–RP tries to use less links in order to minimize
the total energy consumption. While, in higher traffic load it uses
more links to reduce BP even though the energy consumption
increases.
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It is worth mentioning, since the considered algorithms have
different BP performance, they do not serve the same number
of lightpaths for a given traffic load. In some scenarios, for example P–EER–RP versus QA–EER–RP (or SPR–NRP versus
SPR–RP at high traffic load), we observe QA–EER–RP (SPR–
RP) consume more energy than P–EER–RP (SPR–RP). This
is partially true due to its lower BP, i.e., serving more lightpaths. However, in other cases, for example SPR–NPR versus
P–EER–RP (QA–EER–RP versus P–EER–RP), we observe opposite. In spite of the fact that SPR–NPR has higher BP than
P–EER–RP, i.e., serving less lightpaths, it consumes more energy. From the aforementioned discussion this, in fact, further
emphasizes the energy efficiency of our proposed energy-aware
routing algorithms.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an energy-efficient algorithm for
routing and spectrum assignment in EONs. A complete power
consumption model has been presented for network elements in
EONs by taking into account the impact of modulation format
on the power consumption of each element. Furthermore, we derived the optimum transmission power of different modulation
formats by considering the number of necessary regenerators
and their effects on the total power consumption under fixed
transmission rate, BER and length of path. The proposed algorithm utilizes this power consumption model to obtain the most
energy-efficient lightpath. We introduced two different energyefficient routing, P–EER and QA–EER and compared them with
two non-energy-aware alternatives, SPR–NRP and SPR–RP. We
evaluated the proposed algorithms by utilizing extensive simulation results. The simulation results reveal that there is an
optimum modulation format to minimize the BP. The comparison of the introduced algorithms indicates that P–EER has the
least energy consumption. Furthermore, the QA–EER has the
lowest BP performance in higher traffic loads.
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